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Shipping container homes have become extremely popular, probably due to the fact that housing

prices are ridiculously high, not to mention the prices on everything are climbing through the roof.

Shipping containers are widely available and are becoming rather inexpensive. Maybe you have

done a Google search or seen some cool pics on Facebook and thought it might be a cool idea to

dig a little deeper and see if the idea of a shipping container home could become a reality. Well let

me tell you, there are thousands of people every day who are turning old shipping containers into

the tiny houses of their dreams. In this book, you will learn all the basic information you need to

know to get started, such as:Container home basics Buying your land Designing your home Living

in a tiny house Getting your container house built Finding a contractor Common obstacles that come

with shipping container homes Basic shipping container concepts and architecture Shipping

container design ideas
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It arrived even earlier than stated..............excellent!!I like the information given in the book......I

personally think that in some areas even more detailed information is needed (almost seeming like

50-60% of the "real" experience is given) in order to give more examples of what to look out for and

what to look for.I was disappointed that there were no pictures of any kind demonstrating certain

aspects of what was being explained?!When I checked out the "Look Inside" I understood why there

were limited pages to view, however, I just figured that further on in the real version there would be



more to see.I think it could become an excellent book if there were to be given more attention to

certain chapters in detailed info and pictures.

This is a review for Shipping Container Homes: The Ultimate Guide to Shipping Container Homes

(Shipping Container Home, SCH, Tiny Homes, Small Homes, Tiny Houses, Tiny Homes, ... House,

Small Houses, Microshelters Book 1)First of all, this book has an excellent table of contents in the

front of the book. That is important and to me and many kindle books do not have a workable table

of contents so this is appreciated.The short history of shipping container homes is quite interesting.

The advantages and disadvantages of owning a shipping container home are discussed next. There

is a discussion about the construction needs and the many options available. There is even talk of a

swimming pool built out of a shipping container.There is a lengthy section on interior design and I

would love to have seen photos of some of the ideas.This book includes a bonus section about tiny

homes. This section has a lot of information and photos.Overall, this book has a wealth of

information to get your started. Or just to learn more about the idea.

So Maybe I'm an idiot but I didn't realize this was 3 books. I was just about finished with the first

when it went into another book. And I got excited. Kept reading and then there was a third. I'm sure

this won't excite all the other readers who are probably a bit more capable at the art of observation

but the information was awesome. I'm sure if I wanted I could find all this information on the internet.

But then I would be stuck browsing the internet, saving web pages, scouring for what could hours at

a time for multiple days. So yeah, all this information done for me and ready to go. Great buy!

This book explains what shipping container homes are, the benefits, and most importantly how to

build your own. Finally a book written by someone who actually live in a shipping container home.

After reading this book, you will have a great understanding into Shipping Container Living and be

able to implement the information into your plans and concepts. The author walks you through every

step of the process plus the pro's and con's to buying your eco-friendly home along with some

added decorating tips.

I love this concept of shipping container houses on so many levels. The best thing is that the

structure is sturdy and everything is nearly ready right from the start. You don't need as much

furniture and it takes less heat to keep the place warm or cold. The book explores the history and

how you can get started with your new home in no time. I think we all are living in places that are



way too large and the environment is taking a beating as a result. That is why we all have

something to learn from this book and it's long time to put that knowledge into action!

I am amazed how this book had shared various ways of customizing and organizing things.

Customizing and organizing are made more fun through this book. This book seemed to be so

pro-convenience! This book is very recommendable most especially to people who are moving to

another house, same as to couples who are starting an independent life. This book is just so perfect

in giving guidelines and tips all about saving space and time in fixing things at home!

Overtime shipping container homes, have become extremely popular due to the fact that owning a

house these days is quite expensive. I recently just thought it right that it's way economical digging

the whole shipping container ideas and turning them into the tiny beautiful houses have seen

overtime. This book offers enough basics for owning a container home, purchasing the land,

designing and living in a tiny house. A very resourceful and helpful piece.

It is very informative if youâ€™re planning to get shipping containers for a home, decorating it and

the basics. I liked that Dillashaw provided the considerations before buying, the downsides and how

to counter them. This is a great option for people who cannot afford to buy their own homes. The

DIY tips and tricks to make the most of the shipping home is a good addition as well.
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